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Artificial Cognition SystemsIGI Global, 2006
The central questions confronting artificial intelligence and cognitive science revolve around the nature of meaning and of mind. Minds are presumed to be the processors of mental content, where that content has the capacity to influence our speech and other behavior. The hard part is figuring out how that is done. Mental states must exercise...

		

Mathematica by ExampleAcademic Press, 1992

	Mathematica bv Example is intended to bridge the gap which has existed between the very

	elementary handbooks available on Mathematica and those reference books written for the more

	advanced Mathematica users. This book is an extension of a manuscript which was developed to

	quickly introduce enough Mathematica commands to a group of...

		

Electronic Monitoring in the Workplace: Controversies and SolutionsIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Due to the use of new technologies, coupled with the fact that there is an increasing amount of work being done online, whether on the Internet, intranets, LANs or other networks, extensive employee monitoring by employers is inexpensive and easy. Employers have legitimate concerns about the efficiency of their employees and the quality of the...






		

Mrs. Lirriper's Lodgings [EasyRead Edition]Fictionwise, 2001
"Mrs. Lirriper's Lodging" unwaveringly presents Charles Dickens' idealistic approach. It tells the story of an affectionate, humanistic lady Mrs. Emma Lirriper. She has come out of the pit of suffering and distress with new optimistic vision. The story beautifully intertwines the themes of humanism, faith in the final outcome of human...

		

Yahoo! Maps Mashups (Wrox Mashup Books)Wrox Press, 2007
Your development world is about to greatly expand because of the new wave of Yahoo! Maps APIs. Written by Charles Freedman, a senior Flash developer at Yahoo!, this book provides you with all the information you'll need to know about these APIs in order to build amazing map mashups. You'll find in-depth coverage of Yahoo! mapping tools and...

		

AI Game Engine Programming (Game Development Series)Charles River, 2004

	AI Game Engine Programming provides game developers with the tools and wisdom necessary to create modern game AI engines. It takes programmers from theory to actual game development, with usable code frameworks designed to go beyond merely detailing how a technique might be used. In addition, it surveys the capabilities of the different...






		

Who Put the Butter in Butterfly?: And Other Fearless Investigations into Our Illogical LanguageHarper Perennial, 1989

	When I wrote Imponderables™, I purposely omitted any questions about the origins of words and phrases. An Imponderable was a mystery that couldn’t be answered by standard reference books, and so many wonderful books about words already existed that I couldn’t believe there was a need for more.


	As someone who uses...


		

Firewalls 24sevenSybex, 2002
For experienced network administrators. This updated edition of Firewalls 24seven is the book that you and other network administrators have been waiting for. Starting where other books and training courses end and the real world begins, it provides advanced information on today's most effective security technologies and techniques.
Written to...


		

Advances in Intelligent Web Mastering - 2: Proceedings of the 6th Atlantic Web Intelligence ConferenceSpringer, 2009
Welcome to the 6th Atlantic Web Intelligence Conference (AWIC 2009), to be held during September 9-11, 2009 in Prague, Czech Republic. The conference will be held at the Faculty of Mathematics and Physics of the Charles University, Prague. This building has a convenient location in the historical city center, in the area called Lesser Town close...






		

Who's Who in OrthopedicsSpringer, 2004

	It is indeed a pleasure to prepare the foreword for vidual surgeons. In addition, it can be read from this text, mainly because I am now a senior ortho- front to back as a history of orthopedics. We are pedist who has known so many of the great ortho- all indebted to S. B. Mosto? for this fascinating pedists who are described in such great...


		

3D Programming for Windows (Pro - Developer)Microsoft Press, 2007
The Windows Presentation Foundation is a key component of .NET Framework 3.0, which is a part of Windows Vista and available for Windows XP. With the Windows Presentation Foundation, 3D images can be displayed regardless of the video-display hardware on the users machine. Focusing on developing user interface objects or simple animations, this book...

		

OCP: Oracle Database 11g Administrator Certified Professional Study Guide: (Exam 1Z0-053)Sybex, 2009

	This updated study guide for the latest release of the most popular database software in the world—Oracle Database 11g— reviews using the RMAN recovery catalog, handling Flashback technology, managing memory and resources, automating tasks, diagnosing the database, and much more. Plus, more than 100 pages of workbook...
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